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Dear Valued Customer:
The CLARUS PRO unit that you are about to use represents an evolution of a product that has been tried and proven by
military forces around the world—for much of that time, battlefield proven.
To ensure you get the most out of this product, we have put together these notes to read through as you operate the
system for the first time.
We are certain that the CLARUS PRO will offer you many years of hearing protection as well convenience and satisfaction
as a noise cancelling headset to enjoy your music and phone calls with family, friends, and colleagues.
Thank you for being our customer.
Sincerely,

Silynx Communications

Protection From Within®

Overview
 Familiarize yourself with the many accessories to “customize” the product to fit your user preference.
 Note the durable, environmental-proof (weather, dirt, dropping, etc.) storage case. Fits great in a range bag or even a
brief case for using the CLARUS PRO on airplanes or on the go with a cell phone.
 To turn the unit ON, hold the side-button for 2-3 seconds until you hear “UNIT ON.” To turn the unit OFF, hold the sidebutton for 2-3 seconds until you hear “UNIT OFF.”
 To cycle the “hear-thru”, simply quickly push the button to the desired level
Foam Tips
 Several options and sizes of ear tips to give you the optimal fit for your own situation. We recommend you begin with
medium and go up or down from there.
 The colored tips are for high noise and the black are for moderate noise.
 It is important for the user to compress the tips, by rolling the tip between index finger and thumb, before inserting in
the ear.
Ear Buds and Cable
 When inserting the ear buds into the ear, insert and twist until the shell is nicely nested in
the “concha bowl” of the ear. The polymer body should not be sticking out of the ear.
Customers are finding their own preference of how to route the cables. But for the start,
we recommend routing the cable over the ear, then behind the head and secured with the
nape adjuster (See image)
 Worn in this manner, the system “disappears” (It’s like you’re not even wearing hearing
protection, noting that with the hear-thru you can have normal conversations without
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having to pull them out. Basically, once you get the ear buds set, you don’t have to touch them until you leave the
range).
Note, NO interference with eyewear or with the rifle/shotgun stock when achieving a check-weld (if applicable).
From there the cable can be routed down the back; or routing the cable over the shoulder puts the microphone in just
the right place for talking on the cell phone (see image on below).

Audio Headset
 Except for the CLARUS PRO, all hearing protection today is single purpose—use it on the range or on the job.
When not in use the hearing protection goes into a gear bag until the next time.
 The CLARUS PRO, however, can be used off the range to listen to music or as a noise cancelling headset for talking
on the cell phone.
 Be sure and have testers operate the headset to listen to music and to talk on a cell phone. This is a huge benefit
for your marketing of the product.
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